Recent developments in genome editing techniques have aroused substantial excitement among agricultural scientists. These techniques offer new opportunities for developing improved plant lines with addition of important traits or removal of undesirable traits. Increased adoption of genome editing has been geared by swiftly developing Clustered regularly interspaced short palindromic repeats (CRISPR). This is appearing as driving force for innovative utilization in diverse branches of plant biology. CRISPR-Cas9 mediated genome editing is being used for rapid, easy and efficient alteration of genes among diverse plant species. With approximate completion of conceptual work about CRISPR-Cas9, plant scientists are applying this genome editing tool for crop attributes enhancement. The capability of this system for performing targeted and efficient modifications in genome sequence as well as gene expression will certainly spur novel developments not only in model plants but in crop and ornamental plants as well. Additionally, due to non-involvement of foreign DNA, this technique may help alleviating regulatory issues associated with genetically modified plants. We expect that prevailing challenges in plant science like genomic region manipulation, crop specific vectors etc. will be addressed along with sustained growth of this genome editing tool. In this review, recent progress of CRISPR-Cas9 technology in plants has been summarized and discussed. We reviewed significance of CRISPRCas9 for specific and non-traditional aspects of plant life. It also covers strengths of this technique in comparison with other genome editing techniques, e.g., Zinc finger nucleases, Transcription activator-like effector nucleases and potential challenges in coming decades have been described.
INTRODUCTION
Genome editing (GE) encompasses numerous techniques of immense value for plant genome modifications. These techniques enable us to change the gene expression regulation at predetermined sites and facilitate new insights into the plant functional genomics. GE differs from genetic engineering. So, no foreign DNA is made part of plants and they cannot be distinguished from parent plants. Genome engineering of plant cell lines or plant models has conventionally been achieved either through random mutagenesis or low-efficiency gene targeting (Hsu et al., 2014; Ma et al., 2014; Sprink et al., 2015; Wolt et al., 2016) . Genome editing includes a wide variety of tools.
Making the genome editing practical and reliable, techniques like Genome editing with engineered nucleases (GEEN) and programmable sequence-specific DNA nuclease etc. have granted precision to process of endogenously targeted genomic modifications. The versatile genome-editing tool CRISPR (Clustered regularly interspaced short palindromic repeats) is a comparatively precise approach to modify DNA at specific sites. CRISPR has evolved as principal technique for gene function analysis and genesis of genetic variation (Deltcheva et al., 2011; Perez-Pinera et al., 2013; Kanchiswamy et al., 2016) . Particularly, success in genome modification has been noticed among species that are difficult to be modified by other techniques (Bolotin et al., 2005; Xing et al., 2014) . To date, most of the studies have been conducted by using animal systems. During last few years, CRISPR-Cas9 mediated mutagenesis was performed in arabidopsis, sorghum, tobacco, proving applicability of this technique to both dicot and monocot plants (Feng et al., 2013; Li et al., 2013) . Generally, CRISPR-Cas9 is highly adaptable for editing of plant genome (Charpentier and Doudna, 2013; Schaeffer and Nakata, 2015) but especially appropriate for genome editing of monocotyledons, e.g., rice due to high genomic GC content (Miao et al., 2013) . With special reference to economically valuable plants, i.e., crops and ornamentals, this technique offers an extraordinary and pragmatic system to produce novel phenotypes. CRISPR together with Cas proteins form the CRISPR-Cas system (Zhou et al., 2014; Bortesi and Fischer, 2015) .
The functions of CRISPR and Cas genes (CRISPR-associated) are indispensable for adaptive immunity in some bacteria and archaea. These act as facilitator in response to viral genetic material. Discovered in 1980s in Escherichia coli (Ishino et al., 1987) , function of these repeats was confirmed in 2007. Till now, workers across the world have described three types of mechanisms. Type II of CRISPR is the most studied type (Bortesi and Fischer, 2015) . The Types I and III system involves specific Cas endonucleases which make the pre-crRNAs (Pre-CRISPR RNA) and after attaining maturity, this crRNA assembles into Cas protein complex. This complex possesses ability to recognize and cleave nucleic bases complementary to the crRNA (Jinek et al., 2012) . The CRISPR-Cas9 type II is characterized as small RNA-based immune system of archaea and bacteria (Haft et al., 2005) . CRISPR-Cas9 system is featured by relative construction simplicity along with high functional efficiency in human, animal, and plant cells (Nemudryi et al., 2014) . The technique allows access target recognition by using gRNAs instead of synthetic DNA-binding domains. This characteristic makes it simple in comparison with ZFNs and TALENs (Cong et al., 2013; Wang et al., 2013) .
Genome editing is being adopted for economically significant plants with full trust in terms of technical viability, dogmatic acceptance and profit-making practicability (Miao et al., 2013; Bortesi and Fischer, 2015) . It is noteworthy that different genetic engineering techniques can leave behind DNA alteration traces. The crop plants and ornamentals generated by means of genome editing can escape the strict statutes and regulations generally associated with GM plant development. Due to this reason many researchers believe that improvements in plant varieties through precise genome editing techniques will be highly acceptable to the public as compared to transgenic plants (Abdallah et al., 2015) .
The advent of CRISPR has made it possible to rewrite host DNA by introducing some major modifications. These modifications include gene replacement, deletions, inversion, knockouts, and translocations. But more prominent are the potential prospects of this technique for producing plants with mutations linked to other disciplines of science, i.e., synthetic biology, biofuel production, disease resistance, abiotic stress tolerance, phytoremediation etc. The establishment of plants with desired gene modifications can pave the way to study complex plant biology. Unfortunately, plant science is far behind than other disciplines in application of this technology. Therefore, keeping in view the immense importance of this technique, we have summarized the prospective role of CRISPR-Cas9 for plants and related benefits. A brief comparison of CRISPRCas9 and other genome editing techniques has been made to justify its strengths. We attempted to sum up current progress in CRISPR-Cas9 technology especially in plant biology and potential challenges for future development.
GLIMPSES FROM HISTORY
High frequency of plant genome editing is evident in economically significant plant species due to practical feasibility and viability (Figure 1) . Initially, evidences of earliest genome editing were expressed with oligonucleotide mediated mutagenesis (OMM) for herbicide resistance in rice, maize, tobacco etc. (Kochevenko and Willmitzer, 2003; Iida and Terada, 2005; Sander and Joung, 2014; Wolt et al., 2016) . Gao et al. (2010) used engineered mega nuclease (EMN) for editing maize genome by using native endonuclease altered to identify and tempt very specific DSBs (Double stranded breaks) at definite locus. This resulted in disruption of gene in terms of indels (Insertions-deletions) by non-homologous end joining (NHEJ).
In addition to this, successful target gene insertion for delivery of herbicide tolerance in cotton had been carried out through yeast endonuclease engineered EMN (D'Halluin et al., 2013) . Afterward, it was observed that ZFN based site-specific trait stacking strategy produced excellent results in maize in form of new plant line possessing herbicide resistant gene.
Finally, accomplishment of CRISPR-Cas9 technique was observed for competent targeted mutagenesis in transgenic rice for improvement in growth and yield. Researchers have successfully demonstrated the production of transgenic rice having mutations in particular genes by adopting CRISPR-Cas9 technology (Miao et al., 2013; Zhang et al., 2014; Wolt et al., 2016) . Xing et al. (2014) presented a toolkit for facilitating transient/stable expression of CRISPR-Cas9 in diverse plant species. The year 2016 mark the finalization of herbicide tolerant canola, e.g., Cibus 5715 approved for cultivation in Canada. Now, several research groups have focused application of CRISPR technology on plants of significant economic worth such as rose, apple, potato, egg plant, rice (Table 1) (Wendt et al., 2013; Char et al., 2015; Sprink et al., 2015; Xiong et al., 2015; Kanchiswamy et al., 2016) . Unequivocally, this technique is efficient, well-organized and flexible for editing multiplex gene. Now time is to focus on application of CRISPR-Cas9 system to other cereals with larger and complex genomes, e.g., wheat, sugar cane. Parallel with this, improvements in this technique, i.e., elimination of CRISPR-Cas9 remains after target genes mutation, will support the usage of this tools in agriculture.
MECHANISM OF CRISPR-Cas9 BASED GENOME EDITING
CRISPR-Cas9 system just requires three components, i.e., Cas9, tracer RNA (trRNA), CRISPR RNA (crRNA) for function. This prospective was recognized in start of this decade (Jinek et al., 2012; Hsu et al., 2014; Schaeffer and Nakata, 2015) . In type II of CRISPR, attacking viral DNA or plasmids is divided into smaller pieces and integrated in CRISPR locus. The particular loci are transcribed and processed transcripts produce crRNA. These crRNAs direct effector endonuclease to target alien DNA depending upon complementarity of sequence. Cas9 produce DSBs (double-stranded breaks) at target site, which on the other hand facilitates endogenous DNA repair mechanisms leading to edited DNA (Charpentier and Doudna, 2013; Hsu et al., 2014) . Type II system, comprises of crRNA and trRNA that combine into one sgRNA (single guide RNA) (Jinek et al., 2012; Xing et al., 2014) . Amazingly, the sgRNA programmed Cas9 appeared more effective in targeted gene modifications rather than individual trRNA and crRNA. Till today, genome-editing protocols have adopted three different types of Cas9 nuclease. The first Cas9 type can cut DNA site-specifically and results in the activation of DSB repair. Cellular NHEJ (Non-Homologous End Joining) mechanism is used to repair DSBs (Hsu et al., 2014; Sternberg et al., 2014) . As a consequence, insertions/deletions (indels) takes place that interrupt the targeted loci (Figure 2) . Otherwise, if any similarity between donor template and target locus is witnessed, the DSB may be mended by HDR pathway (homology directed repair) allowing exact substitute mutations to be prepared (Hale et al., 2009; Sternberg et al., 2014; Schaeffer and Nakata, 2015) . Cong et al. (2013) introduced advanced Cas9-D10A, a mutant form having more précised nickase activity. It cuts single strand of DNA without activation of NHEJ. As an alternative, DNA repairs took place via the HDR pathway only. Hence it produces less indel mutations (Jinek et al., 2012; Cong et al., 2013) . Cas9-D10A is very target specific particularly when any locus is encountered by paired Cas9 complexes for generation of contiguous DNA nicks . The third type is dCas9, nucleasedeficient Cas9 . Although mutations in the HNH domain and RuvC domain discharge cleavage activity, but do not prevent DNA binding (Gasiunas et al., 2012) . Therefore, this particular variant can be utilized in sequence-specific targeting of any genome regardless of cleavage. In its place, dCas9 may be taken as a tool for either gene silencing or activation by fusion with a variety of effector domains (Maeder et al., 2013a,b) . One bonus of this technique is the case of not using recombinant DNA (Figure 2) . This situation can result in edited plants exempted from current GMO regulations. So we can hope for widespread application of RNA-guided genome editing in agriculture and plant biotechnology.
WHY CRISPR-Cas9 IS MORE TRUSTWORTHY THAN TALENS AND ZFNs?
For assessment of any genome editing tool, % age of achieved desired mutation known as Targeting efficiency (TE) is regarded as the most reliable attribute. The success ratio of Cas9 TE can be compared with other techniques like TALENs or ZFNs (Wendt et al., 2013; Ma et al., 2014) . For example in human cells, custom-designed ZFNs and TALENs could only achieve 1-50% efficiencies (Maeder et al., 2008; Miller et al., 2011; Wolt et al., 2016) . Conversely, TE of Cas9 in animals and plants, respectively, i.e., zebrafish, maize has been observed up to 70% and it ranges between 2 and 5% in case of induced pluripotent stem cells (Fu et al., 2013; Hsu et al., 2013) . Later on,CRISPRCas9 efficiency was recorded up to 9.2% as compared to ZFN efficiency that was lower than 1% in case of pigs IGF2 (Insulinlike growth factor 2). Reports are available that broadly describe better genome targeting of single cell mouse embryo up to 78% and successful effectual germline transmission by using dual sgRNAs Zhou et al., 2014; Wolt et al., 2016) . Moreover, incidence of off-target mutations is also an effective parameter for assessment of genome editor's performance. Such mutations may be observed in sites that have dissimilarity of small number of nucleotides in comparison with original sequence till they are neighbors of Protospacer adjacent motif (PAM) sequence. The DNA sequences are used to transcribe crRNA targeting sequences known as protospacers. These consist of short sequences and found clustered in bacterial genome in form of a group called CRISPR array. The PAM sequence is absolute need of Cas9 for binding its target. Cas9 do not cleave the protospacer sequence in absence of adjacent PAM sequence. This favors the stance that Cas9 can endure mismatches up to five bases within the protospacer region (Fu et al., 2014; Sander and Joung, 2014) or one base divergence in the PAM sequence . Other than facilitation activity for genome alterations, the wild-type Cas9 nuclease has capacity to be transformed into dCas9 after inactivation of catalytic domains. Furthermore, effector fusion usage can enhance the range of genome engineering modalities attainable by adopting Cas9. Normally, off-target mutations are bit difficult to detect because these require full genome sequencing to completely rule them out. So unanimous opinion is CRISPR-Cas9 facilitates plant genomes interrogation, as it enables high efficiency generation of mutants bearing multiple gene mutations (Tables 2 and 3 ). This effective approach endorses high specificity of wide range genome editing applications.
APPLICATIONS OF CRISPR-Cas9 IN PLANT BIOLOGY AND BIOTECHNOLOGY
The application of CRISPR-Cas9 has made it possible to rewrite host DNA by introducing some major alterations in plant genomes. Use of CRISPR-Cas9 is facilitating multiple ranges of genome engineering applications (Tables 4 and 5). Plant species with intractable genomes have now been targeted with Cas9 nuclease for introduction of various levels of genome modifications. Here, we will take into account prospective role of CRISPR-Cas9 in editing plant genome for achieving broad range goals.
Crispr-Cas9 and Plant Synthetic Biology
Ranging from production of primary metabolites necessary as food to secondary metabolites, plant based products are of great concern for multiple purposes. With ongoing progress in the field of plant biology in general and synthetic biology particularly, researchers are seeking to produce novel biological systems, inclusive of industrially designed plant cells and plants. One of the chief targets sets for synthetic biology is the wish for minimal plant cell, e.g., to engineer a cell devoid of non-essential components and capable of division. This desired minimal cell can then be exploited as a factory for novel biological systems. Although this minimal cell is still a dream, the prospective toolkits and strategies for generating the simplest plant cell are being operated recurrently (Baltes et al., 2014) . Up till now, genome editing had been restricted to amendments in enzymatic functions within single animal or plant. Synthetic biology has already been using bacteria for engineering new absolute metabolic cycles comprising of both several enzymes and regulation of corresponding genes expression. CRISPR-Cas9 provide the most reliable and practical platform to engineer plant genome for multipurpose plant systems . Nitrogen fixing cereals project is classical example of goal fixed for humanity level benefits. The possibilities of genetic and metabolic engineering have been extended as a result of techniques developed for facilitating synthetic biology, especially cloning and genome editing methods (Neumann and Neumannstaubitz, 2010) . At John Innes centre, different pathways have been characterized for plants capable of fixing nitrogen through bacteria (Oldroyd et al., 2011; Xie et al., 2012) . The researchers are now attempting to introduce these pathways in wheat for developing 'self-fertilizing' cereal (Cook et al., 2014) . By doing so, there will be clear cut reduction in dependency upon inorganic fertilizers because plants will be able to fix atmospheric nitrogen.
At this time, there are two possible ways: either transfer the Nod factor signaling pathway to cereals or relocate the nitrogenase enzyme from nitrogen fixing bacteria into plant cells. But still different questions need to be addressed (Temme et al., 2012; Oldroyd and Dixon, 2014) . A potential goal set by plant synthetic biology is C4 rice development with the help of targeted DNA insertion. Engineering rice with C4 photosynthesis pathway appears promising for increasing yield. One line of action to engineer this pathway in C3 rice is conversion of single-cell C3 cycle into a two-celled C4 cycle. The initial carbon fixation is carried out within mesophyll cells. Finally the four-carbon product is decarboxylatedforCO 2 addition to RuBisCO present in bundle sheath cells. (Baltes et al., 2014) . CRISPR-Cas9 has been more successfully applied to mutagenize host DNA in different plants Zhou et al., 2014) . The ability to introduce genomic amendments encourage synthetic biologists not merely remove unwanted DNA, i.e., inhibitory genes but also improve genic regulatory sequences.
Practicing plant synthetic biology needs control over nucleotide sequences in plant as well as control over expression levels of host genes. The DNA binding domain of different sequence-specific nucleases can be repurposed to help in modulation of endogenous genes expression. DNA-binding domains from ZFNs, TALENs, or dCas9 and gRNA are used to limitize repressor or activator domains in gene of interest. Uniquely, Cas9 by interfering with RNA polymerase progression can decrease gene expression . Bit difficult to produce this kind of RNA. gRNA production is bit difficult to achieve through these effector nucleases. Feng et al., 2013 Feng et al., , 2014 Schiml et al., 2014 Vectors Mostly CRISPR/Cas9 systems use exogenous promoters for Cas9 and sgRNA expression. Vectors with optimal promoters should be selected.
Improper vectors can stop system proceedings.
Shan et al., 2014
Gene homologs Gene family members may complicate target sequences to be edited.
False editing of target sequence.
Song et al., 2016
Epigenetic factors DNA methylation or histone modification occurs not in regions with complex DNA compositions, such as those with repetitive sequences.
limit protein binding or RNA pairing Song et al., 2016 Frontiers in Plant Science | www.frontiersin.org The site-specific integration of DNA into plant genomes will be of special significance for plant synthetic biology research that demands the transfer of a number of genetic segments for conferring new biological function (Baltes and Voytas, 2015) . CRISPR-Cas9 cannot only make traits stacking easy but also reduce variability in gene expression. Due to least targeting limitations for CRISPR-Cas9 system, almost all chromosomal positions are amenable to site-specific integration (Baltes and Voytas, 2015) . First of all, transgene stacking was demonstrated in maize. After co-transformation of immature maize embryos with donor DNA and DNA encoding the ZFNs, 5% of transgenic progeny witnessed proper integration (Ainley et al., 2013) . Similarly, trait stacking has successfully been done in cotton (D'Halluin et al., 2013) . Other than integrating genes with the help of homologous recombination, NHEJ can be used for targeted gene insertion (Baltes et al., 2014) . But this approach has not been extensively applied in plants.
However, several challenges are still to be addressed. Most importantly, successful plant system engineering and development will depend on suitable and efficient delivery systems by targeting specific tissues. There is need is to develop techniques providing command over the triplet code, therefore likely to enable us for selected amendments in DNA sequence within plant cells. We are convinced that editing genome is going to exert a material influence on the valuable scheme for plant trait improvement. It will be of supreme significance to systematically characterize the safety as well as physiological effects of Cas9 in plant synthetic biology by adopting a variety of methods.
Crispr-Cas9, a Perspective Strategy for Plant Genome Imaging
Visible genome imaging is largely executed to measure features of plant genome architecture (Sozzani et al., 2010) . The intracellular organization of structural and functional elements contributes to the genomic functional output which can be dynamically enhanced or concealed. The physical genome organization has appeared specifically significant but still reckoned as obscure mechanism. Researchers used different methods like chromosome conformation capture (3C) to answer various genome related queries. 3C derived techniques, e.g., Hi-C have introduced innovative insights into genome spatial organization principles inclusive of the presence of TADs (topologically associated domains) . Genomic loci positioned mega bases away on same or different chromosomes could be brought closer given apt chromosomal organization, consequently mediating lengthy trans interactions . Conversely, there is still question mark upon manner for genome modification and in vivo modulation of their structural organization afterward (Malina et al., 2014) . But, without vital methodology for DNA visualization, studying various gene interactions in different chromatin states would merely be a dream. CRISPR type II resulting from Streptococcus (Wiedenheft et al., 2012 ) is capable of achieving this goal . Griffith et al. (1999) conducted series of experiments for verification of telomere imaging efficiency and specificity by CRISPR technique. The number of telomeres identified with the help of CRISPR or specific Fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH) with peptide nucleic acid (PNA) (Chen et al., 2013 Hsu et al., 2014) . CRISPR technique endow us with vigorous repetitive element between protein-coding genes, e.g., mucin genes and telomeres. Similarly, human genome nonrepetitive elements have already been visualized with the aid of multiple sgRNA (Chen et al., 2013) . Not alone but together with FISH or DNA-binding proteins, this CRISPR technique recommends a matching advancement for imaging. The capacity of CRISPR to tag human cell telomeres encouraged researchers to examine whether this technique can be used for assessing telomere length. A linear correlation was noticed between PNA based FISH and CRISPR for telomere length evaluation. The superiority of CRISPR over FISH is its ability to label telomere in addition to length measurement. This has been proved by correlation between telomere count and intensity (Chen et al., 2013) . Genome functional organization mapping can be greatly aided by techniques that are helpful in directly visualizing the interactions between various genomic elements, i.e., promoters or enhancers in living cells. Therefore, multicolor imaging method would be essential for imaging and tracking numerous genomic loci (Figure 3) . At present, two strategies have been devised for live cell imaging by using CRISPR-Cas9. The first strategy uses fluorescent Cas9 orthologs obtained from different bacterial types. The second strategy is by means of fluorescent RNA-binding protein joined to the sgRNA.
Consequently, scaffold RNA (scRNA) is formed that encodes information about the target locus and the fluorescent color (Shao et al., 2016) . These approaches have been successfully used for genomic regulatory programming (Konermann et al., 2015; Zalatan et al., 2015) .
For genome imaging, RNA-guided Cas9 system specificity can be modified by replacing a small synthetic RNA without changing the protein component. Hence, designing and production of the labeling constructs become easy and very cost-effective . In comparison with TALENs, CRISPR-Cas system is more flexible for target site selection. A CRISPR-Cas9 target immediately precede PAM and usually starts with G (Jinek et al., 2012) , while TALENs require T at the 5 end of the target sequence (Mak et al., 2012) . For co-labeling of several loci, CRISPR-Cas9 is thus an easier choice.
Another advantage of CRISPR-Cas imaging is direct measurement of spatial information by loci positions imaging (Kalhor et al., 2012; Nagano et al., 2013) . Therefore, it opens up new possibilities in studying chromosome conformation. CRISPR imaging can truly state a specific chromosome number by tagging a unique sequence to that specific chromosome and can precisely detect chromosome aneuploidy and missegregation . By using CRISPR imaging system and lineage tracking, we might check the aneuploidy growth kinetics with high temporal resolution in a population of given type of cells. Blend of dCas9 variants and diverse fluorescent proteins concur to label manifold genomic sequences within single genome (Chen et al., 2013) . Hence, it enables us to obtain multicolor pictures for multiplexed finding of genetic actions. Prospective engineering of CRISPR can also make possible the plant RNAs recognition other than plant genomic DNAs. Additionally, chromosome translocation and transposition can be targeted for imaging with CRISPR (Roukos et al., 2013) . Imaging with the help of CRISPR offer influential strategy to comprehend the heterochromatin formation control (Grewal and Jia, 2007) . Frontiers in Plant Science | www.frontiersin.orgCRISPR cas9 as an emerging technique of chromatin imaging present the aim to end the gap between sequencing studies and imaging studies. Even though technical challenges lie ahead, the prospective of CRISPR imaging will assist in solving many plant genome and chromatin related mysteries through direct cell imaging. CRISPR imaging's unparalleled flexibility and accuracy in sequence targets lead us to accept as true the best is yet to come.
Plant Epigenetic Responses and Crispr-Cas9
The dynamic events in epigenetic process determine multifaceted genome functions. Demand for dissection of plant multiple gene mutation is increasing. However, the existing methods for generating plants harboring several mutated genes involve time consumption and laborious efforts for genetic crossing of solitary-mutant plants (Xing et al., 2014; Quetier, 2015) . Epigenetic alterations in DNA or histones that help in organizing chromosomes are expected to play vital roles in biological processes. Analysis of these modifications reveals their decisive value for transcriptional regulation and biological functions (Thakore et al., 2016) . For example, epigenetic marks like acetylation and methylation at particular loci or histone residue can strongly effect gene expression. Responses such as histone acetylation and DNA methylation, are catalyzed by diversity of enzymes that are product of special genomic loci (Hsu et al., 2014; Song et al., 2016; Thakore et al., 2016) . A multitude of enzymes can erase or produce epigenetic mark(s) on DNA. Few years back, zinc finger proteins and TAL effectors got attention and employed in many studies concerning with locus-oriented targeting of epigenetic amending enzymes (Maeder et al., 2013b; Mendenhall et al., 2013) . Histone acetylation, as used in humans for transporting enzymes to specific place within genome, is of immense value and can also be used in plant epigenetics. Such epigenetic marks have particular effects (Ladford, 2016) . The enzymes responsible for regulation of epigenetic state can be focused with the help of CRISPR based genome editing or used to produce genome wide perturbations in epigenetic state. This has already been observed in human embryonic stem cells (ESCs) after CRISPR-mediated observations of all DNA methyl transferases. This allows other researchers to characterize possible pluripotent cell lines with distinctive effects on the DNA methylation.
Researchers progressively need supplementary strategies for introducing epigenetic changes specifically at desired loci to test different hypotheses regarding potential implications of CRISPRCas technique in plant science. Epigenetic effectors are well able to cause covalent alterations to DNA and histones also (Figure 4) . These can also turn on gene expression. Engineered ZFN and TALEN dependent thymine-DNA glycosylase (TDG) or 10-11 Translocation (TET) dioxygenases fusions may result in CpGs demethylation at target promoters. By this way, targeted DNA demethylation is induced, which facilitates reactivation target genes expression (Gregory et al., 2013; Chen et al., 2015; Li et al., 2015) . The first observed targetable histone acetyl transferases were DBD-p300 core fusions. It is suggested that dCas9, TALENs and ZFNs fusion to p300catalytic core of histone acetyltransferase can activate gene expression from promoters as well as enhancers after depositing H3K27ac. Researchers are of the view that above mentioned fusion is predominantly important for transcriptional activation because multiplexing is not required. Additionally, distal enhancers can be activated that are unresponsive to dCas9-VP64 (Hilton et al., 2015; Thakore et al., 2016) . H3K27ac augment gene expression aided by increased employment of activators in transcription along with transition of RNA Pol II to elongation from initiation. Thus enables achievement of transcriptional FIGURE 4 | Cas-9 has ability to be coupled with epigenetic modulators, i.e., that add acetyl group (Ac) to histones or that can add methyl group (Me) to DNA. This will help researchers to find out role of precisely place modifications in effecting DNA dynamics or gene expression.
activation from targeted genes (Stasevich et al., 2014) . Just like the affinity of the SAM complex for activation of transcription, epiCas9s (Cas9 epigenetic effectors) can also be applied for genome-wide screening to find out novel associations between chromatin states, DNA methylation and phenotypes, i.e., cellular differentiation (Hsu et al., 2014) .
Definite epigenetic changes are adequate for influencing development of normal cells and play roles in later stages of plant development. Therefore, the enzymes for regulation of epigenetic alterations to histones or DNA can be special targets for normal plant development. CRISPR-Cas9 technology permits a catalytically inactive Cas9 to serve as targeted DNA-binding domain. When fused to epigenetic enzymes such as histone acetyl transferases (HATs) DNA methylases, or deacetylases (HDACs), the complex can simultaneously change the epigenetic state in a accurate way at a single or several specific sites. Hilton et al. (2015) presented that programmable DNA-binding proteins can be fused with p300 domain. These results support targeted acetylation as causal mechanism of trans-activation and present a strong tool for gene regulation manipulation. It is noteworthy that effector domains directly catalyzing repressive DNA methylation or histone alterations can be fused with DBDs for making epigenetic silencing proteins. Artificial ZFNs joined with DNMT3a catalyze methylation of DNA and repress transcription from endogenous promoters (Rivenbark et al., 2012; Li et al., 2015) .
In the absence of capability to amend the marks at exact sites, researchers are unable to conclude whether they produce biological changes or not. As a result, for plants, system tools need extraordinary refinement for absolute results. In particular case of plant epigenetics, epigenome may be taken as the best mode for controlling activity of gene. In this way, we have to adjust plant epigenome not the plant genome itself. epiCas9 with ability to install/remove unambiguous epigenetic script at specific loci would serve as an additional stage in query of underlying effects of epigenetic amendments in determining the regulatory set-ups of genome. Obviously, the prospective for off-target doings and crosstalk between endogenous epigenetic complexes and effector domains need careful and competent characterization. One way out might be the harnessing of prokaryotic epigenetic enzymes for development of orthogonal epigenetic regulatory mechanisms that can reduce crosstalk with endogenous proteins.
Model Crop Plants
Undoubtedly, crop biologists are striving hard to engineer resistance against diseases, enhancing tolerance to low precipitation or survival under degraded rhizosphere by introducing advantageous genes taken from other varieties of similar species. But no one can deny the fact that adoption of conventional breeding to move traits may take several years and precision is still questionable. Despite the earlier met failures in establishing plant gene targeting technology (Puchta, 1999; Hsu et al., 2014) , at the moment single genes are on target of CRISPR-Cas9 system rather than whole genome (Puchta and Fauser, 2013) . Being RNA-guided DNA endonuclease, Cas9 can target to explicit genome sequence for making complex with the help of discretely engineered guided RNA Quetier, 2015) . Generally, CRISPR-Cas9 is highly adaptable for editing of plant genome (Charpentier and Doudna, 2013; Schaeffer and Nakata, 2015) but especially appropriate for genome editing of monocotyledons, e.g., rice due to high genomic GC content (Miao et al., 2013) . With special reference to economically valuable plants, i.e., crops and ornamentals, this technique offers an extraordinary and pragmatic system to produce novel phenotypes.
By applying synthetic nucleases, we are able to introduce delicate changes in genome of crop plants by initiating natural repairing pathways, e.g., NHEJ can induct mutations . Of special concern is the point that foreign genes can be introduced through NHEJ or HR anywhere in point of interest activated by any DSB. Definitely this is the beginning. Much more is waiting ahead.
After successful demonstration as a genome editor in widely used lab plants Arabidopsis thaliana and Nicotiana benthamiana, CRISPR-Cas9 has been tested in different crops, e.g., rice, wheat, sorghum, soybeans, tomatoes, and oranges. In agriculture, CRISPR-Cas9 is presently being employed to knockout unwanted genes from crops to promote preferable traits. For example, Chinese researchers developed wheat line resistant to powdery mildew. Genome editing may escort to a few surprising developments in agriculture. Different allergy causing proteins have been detected in peanuts (Hourihane et al., 1997; Skolnick et al., 2001) . Getting rid of these proteins is not easy. But new technology may likely to offer allergy-free peanuts. CRISPR-Cas9 technique advocates important changes in plant genome within our access. Gene editing can help in overcoming a hurdle that is polyploid plants showing duplicate genome copies, i.e., Wheat. Successful editing of wheat genome in China demonstrates that CRISPR-Cas9 is definitely "multiplexed" with enormous ability to affect all gene copies or to target several genes at the same time. Certainly, any redundant natural sequence may positively be removed from plant genome by adopting this technique and designing model plants. In different chromosomes, induction of two DSBs may facilitate chromosome arms exchange (Lee et al., 2012) . This supports origin of variations for survival by means of available variety of raw material (Puchta and Fauser, 2013) . Genome engineering with the help of DSB is now being combined with site-specific recombinase technology in plants of economic importance especially, i.e., rice .
With simultaneous modification of multiple traits, the CRISPR-Cas9 system would provide highly competent method to pyramid breeding (Bortesi and Fischer, 2015) . Gene knockouts mediated by NHEJ are the most direct function of CRISPRCas9. Negative regulators of plant disease resistance and grain development can be amended for increasing yield and granting resistance to the host plant against targeted pathogens (Song et al., 2016) . Other gene editing strategies, for example regulation of gene expression and epigenetic modulation, can also be adopted for increasing agricultural benefits. Moreover, CRISPRCas9 offers unconventional approaches, i.e., Cas9 protein-sgRNA ribonucleoproteins, to deliver target genes into crops with no transgenic footprint. By this way we can circumvent the routine regulations on GMOs (Woo et al., 2015) .
Setting up new dimensions in plant science, it tempts to speculate that chromosome engineering and plant genome construction via CRISPR-Cas9 technology is no more a dream. Improvements in nutritional values would be welcome in many crop species and some of them can be approached sensibly through genome editing (Baltes and Voytas, 2015) . Extraordinarily, in few plant species, knockout mutants of homozygous nature can be created in distinct generation. Jointly with rest of sequence-specific nucleases, CRISPR-Cas9 is really a game changer skill aimed at revolutionary transformation in plant sciences.
Highly Efficient Plant Cell System
Besides application of classical methods of genetics and breeding for improvements, genome editing through Cas9 has accelerated the efforts for generating the best transgenic models and augment scientific research . Today, mutations in diseased plant populations have been focused. It is considered that CRISPR-based genome editing would be helpful in determining the underlying works of exact genetic abnormalities instead of reliance upon crop disease models. By following the same theme, technique has been applied for developing transgenic animal models few years ago (Niu et al., 2014) . iPS cell disease model were engineered with definite mutations corrected or introduced with gene correction in animals (Schwank et al., 2013) . The Cas9 genome editing efficiency has made it possible to modify several targets simultaneously, thus facilitates impartial genome-wide functional screens to categorize genes performing central role in development of desired phenotype. Lentivirally delivered sgRNAs directed against all genes can be used to agitate a large number of genomic elements simultaneously (Hsu et al., 2014) .
For producing model plant cell systems with high efficiency, constant CRISPR-Cas9expression can be applied for mutants with super efficiency (Xing et al., 2014) . These multipurpose systems can be efficiently employed for achieving objectives including production of medicinal and industrial compounds, developing resistance against abiotic as well as biotic stresses (Baltes and Voytas, 2015) . Cas9 can simply be launched into the targeted cells by using transitory plasmid transfection having Cas9 and the suitable sgRNA. Like humans, Genome wide association study (GWAS) (Hsu et al., 2014) may appear useful in identifying haplotypes showing positive association with disease risk. One main aim of this technique is to design and create a cell, mean to engineer a cell of desired characteristics with no unwanted component and with ability to divide and pass triplet code ahead. Although likely plant cell is still a dream but methodologies for generating such cells have be employed. For example, CRISPR technique was used to get rid of kilobases of rice DNA that were unnecessary for plant growth. General speaking, such deletions of bases or gene knockouts will be of paramount significance for advancement. But, a strong understanding of needed or unwanted genetic components would chiefly facilitate this series. The capability of CRISPR-Cas9 system to stack many genes is also feasible with probable application in approaches like metabolic engineering and molecular farming (Mohan, 2016) . Recently it is revealed that benzylisoquinoline alkaloid (BIA) production in poppy can be modulated by modifying the particular genes expression in the BIA pathway. Transient overexpression or TRV-mediated gene silencing studies in opium poppy demonstrated that the quantity of BIA biosynthesis could be influenced in a tissue-specific mode (Hosseini et al., 2011; Desgagné-Penix and Facchini, 2012) . The over-expression and the silencing of 7OMT and 4 OMT2 genes (R, S)-reticuline 7-O-methyltransferase, 3 -hydroxyl-N-methylcoclaurine 4 -Omethyltransferase) collectively proved their regulatory functions in BIA synthesis in different plant tissues. The previous strategies influenced gene expression that resulted in major reduction in gene expression but never abolished gene function (Alagoz et al., 2016) . Therefore, the application CRISPR/Cas9 for knocking out such genes can help to address the challenges and increment our understanding plant cell systems.
By using this technique, we can examine the effect of single gene alternative or experiment the consequence of sole gene maneuvering on isogenic background by editing cells and then differentiating into cell of interest. Such advancements are expected to facilitate gainful, large-scale and less time consuming in vivo mutagenesis studies for avoiding perplexing off-target mutagenesis. Furthermore, Cas9 can be strap up for straight alteration of somatic tissues, precluding the requirement for embryonic exploitation and gene therapy. Although challenges to be addressed are many yet the CRISPR-Cas9 system will certainly evolve into a comprehensive strategy for biotechnology and précised crop breeding in near future. We are hopeful that with the passage of time remarkable advances would be possible in terms of genome editing in plants to produce improved plant systems with desirable traits.
CONCLUDING REMARKS AND FUTURE PERSPECTIVES
Since beginning of this decade, genome editing systems have been adopted to achieve a wide range of modifications, from subtle nucleotide alterations within host genes to the deletion of megabases in DNA . Together with welldefined and programmable DNA components, plant genome engineering has great potential to facilitate ambitious projects in plant biology. The availability of the CRISPR-Cas9 technology will assist the growing genomics and systems biology data to be exploited very comprehensively by accelerating discovery of genes and related traits development among plant species (Tables 5 and 6) . Most of the CRISPR-Cas9 related information is currently obtained from research conducted in mammals. Apparently it is assessed that several of these findings can be universal yet it is imperative to execute analogous studies in plants to make sure that system characteristics are translatable to diverse species. This positively applies to extensive applications like orthogonal gene targeting that have yet to be experienced in plant systems (Bortesi and Fischer, 2015) .
Future research for improving this technology will include optimization of sgRNA scaffold, which is vital for the TE due to its binding affinity for Cas9 . Researchers working in polyploid crops like sugarcane, wheat need information about variation of sequence among diverse allelic forms to design precise gRNAs (Mohan, 2016) . Moreover, direct engineering of these Cas9 proteins from diverse bacterial types should tender a path toward PAM independence and producing more competent Cas9 proteins. The extent of off-target mutations and differences in cleavage efficiency need to be evaluated more precisely. Another conspicuous challenge ahead is absence of high throughput screening methods to recognize transgenic plants with edited gene events. In parallel with other studies, capability of CRSIPR-Cas9 system to generate and test multiple gRNAs and availability of next-generation sequencing (NGS) technologies will grant adequate data for the comparison of this system in diversity of plant species and cell types. Keeping in view the number of researchers engaged in CRISPR-Cas9 and velocity of this technique development, additional increments in our understanding and control of the system are expected to come swiftly, promisingly guiding to the devise a new batch of genome editing tools.
